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WOW PROJECT#245
» Exact JobBOSS Empowers Permac Industries

The Company:
A unique kind of leadership prevails at
Permac Industries. Themanagement style
at thisMinneapolis precisionmachine shop
draws on empowerment, boldness and
strategy: Permac attracts remarkable talent
by creating a remarkable work environment.

Under the ownership of Darlene Miller,
the shop has grown every year since she
bought it in 1994. The business trans-
formed from a failing seven-person screw
machine operation into a flourishing 34
person precision machining company.
Permac doubled the size of its plant and
grew 15.9 % in 2006, expanded 15.3% in
‘07, and despite the economy, grew 1%
in ’08. In April of last year, they accom-
plished a feat few businesses even
attempt: they beat several hundred other
national finalists to win the United States
Chamber of Commerce Small Business of
the Year Award.

Permac won thanks to its diversity, growth
despite the odds, and sound manage-
ment. “The type of work we do is not what
the normal machine shop runs,” says
Miller. “We do tighter tolerance work, a lot
of machining of parts for off-road and
tractor hydraulics, the food and beverage
industry, avionics, and compressor sys-
tems. We’re a mix because of the type of
equipment we have—both CNCs and
Screw and Swiss machines. The CNCs can
do low volume jobs whereas the Acmes
will do in the hundreds of thousands.”

Miller and her management team adhere
to a strategic plan for 15 percent annual
growth. They also envision the future:
Miller recently cofounded an organization
of business leaders called Mednet,
dedicated to connecting medical device
business with suppliers.
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Though consistent, company expansion
has not come easy. Bold moves, farsight-
ed planning, and empowerment of a
talented workforce have enabled the
shop to thrive.

The Transformation
In 1992 when Miller joined Permac as an
independent sales rep, it was a small and
dying concern. In ’93, the owner put the
business up for sale. An offer was made
but Miller beat it, purchased a 45 percent
share of the company, then acquired the
rest in ‘94.

“At that point, I felt I’d put enough of my
heart and soul in it. Though there were
just a few of us, I believed we could do it.
Like getting into a canoe and paddling,
you just keep going. I never thought we
wouldn’t make it,” she says.

Miller procured an SBA loan for
$500,000, took out a second on her
house and cashed in her life insurance.
“I remember my sister looking at my
financial situation and saying I was crazy.
I don’t think anyone would have given
that loan to me today, but Riverside
Bank believed.”

The loan enabled her to buy the business
and gave her operating capital to spare.
Miller networked to find additional talent.
“I couldn’t go ahead without my team’s
expertise, so everything required employ-
ee involvement. They’re smarter than I am
in many many ways.” Over the years,
Miller and her team have re-invented the
business and taken big risks, but they
always set their sights on customers
willing to be partners.
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The results in numbers: 2003-2008

Change in Employee Count
Increase in Productivity
(sales volume divided by employees)

Reduction in Scrap rates
Key Metric
(1% scrap current goal)

20082007

2%

Increase in On-time Delivery Rate
Key Metric
(Current goal 100%)

Reduction in Defects Per Million (DPM)
Key Metric
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Increase in Sales Volume
Percent growth per year

22.5%

4.6%

1%

3%

’03–’04

’04–’05

’05–’06

’06–’07

’07–’08

15.03%

15.87%

30

37

2005

2006

2007

2008

42

34

$128,945

$121,142

’04–’05

’05–’06

’06–’07

’08 $152,241

$122,971

(Note: JobBOSS and QTK measure scrap costs based on
finished good price regardless of operation status at time
of scrap. Scrap has shown significant reduction: rework
statistics improved from 1.02% to .55% in one year.)

20082007

98.9%

95.4%

Goal is 225 or less. This new initiative is
intended to heighten the effectiveness
of the quality management system
—and drastically reduce the number
of non-conforming parts allowed into
customer hands.
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The How
Empowered talent, advanced machines,
performance management, and global
thinking have made close customer
partnerships possible. The shop has
grown for the past fifteen years straight .

Customer Partnerships
Permac works to attract a specific type of
customer. “Our goal is to form a customer
partnership verging on marriage, so it
becomesmore difficult for a customer to
move the business away,” says Miller.
“We try to serve customers who allow
us to manage their inventory and their
systems,” says Miller. “Not to say we
won’t take POs and make, ship and bill.
But our real niche is customers who allow
us to take care of their needs. By watching
their MRP systems online, we know what
they need before they do. We manage
their inventory and run the shop
according to their requirements,
providing a just-in-time type of service.”

Permac servesmany clients via blanket
purchase orders with no beginning or end
date. Customer trust is the key: The shop
may spend a year or more increasing a
customer’s confidence level and deepen-
ing involvement in their business. “It
doesn’t just happen,” saysMiller. “It takes
time to get to that level, proving our per-
formance, managing their inventories,
getting their confidence level up. You
have to be intimately involved with
their busness.”

Nor are there any guarantees with this
type of partnership; interdependence and
shared stakes take the place of a contract.
The secret, according to Miller, is good
communication. “We all will have
problems and make something wrong at
some time. But if you communicate, that’s
the major thing companies look for,”
says Miller. One of their largest

customers recently judged them the best
communicator of any of their 55 suppliers,
some of them billion dollar corporations.

Metrics
Performance tracking keeps the workforce
informed of their progress. The goal is to
keep customers delighted. The shop uses
JobBOSS Job Control, Data Collection,
Shop Stats and ShopBOSS for history,
costing, and customer relationship
management metrics. Besides financials,
Permac tracks several key performance
drivers including demand, supplier
quality, costs, their own responsiveness,
flexibility, quality and delivery.

Three metrics are posted and updated
daily for every employee to see. Both
office and shop floor feature display
boards posting the latest figures for:

1. Scrap rate
2. On-time delivery
3. External/internal defects per million

Shared knowledge of these metrics osters
continuous improvement. For example,
each job in JobBOSS has an entry for the
predicted level of scrap based on historic
evidence and the shop’s expectations.
When a job exceeds those levels,
questions are asked and steps taken.

Company meetings occur monthly and
metrics are always on the agenda as
indicators of how the business is
satisfying customers and adhering to
strategy and objectives.

For example, the shop uses defects per
million (DPM) as an overarching measure
of quality. Murray Ritland, Permac’s
Director of Quality, says, “It’s all about
defects found outside the plant. Anytime a
customer is forced to deal with defective
parts, it represents a failure of our quality
system. Occasionally bad parts will be
made. We want a system in place that will,
at minimum, make sure these parts do not
leave the plant.”
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The shop produces 2.7 million parts per
year. As this story was written, the goal
for DPM at Permac was 225 defects per
million. “As we move into higher precision
work for the medical industry, that figure
will go down even more,” says Ritland.

Machines
One of Miller’s credos is ‘the best
machines attract the best customers.’
She empowers employees to find and
purchase them. The shop doubled in size
from 18,000 to 36,000 square feet in
2007, mainly to accommodate new
machinery.

Equipment research and purchasing never
stop. A $360,000 dual spindle, multi-axis
turning center selected at IMTS ’08 was
delivered a few weeks after the show. A
state-of-the-art quality inspection
machine is also on order.

According to Miller, machinery distin-
guishes the shop and keeps it price com-
petitive. “Once employees are trained in

on it, the new equipment saves on labor
costs. Today with the types of machinery
we’re buying, we can produce a part com-
plete in the machine rather than carting
containers of parts to a second, third or
fourth machine for completion. You can
imagine the efficiencies,” says Miller.

In some cases, Permac accepts jobs that
run on equipment they don’t own yet. After
a quick time study, theymay accept the
work anyway, then obtain the machine and
deliver on schedule. “In the early days we
did that often,” saysMiller. “We’d come
into the bank armed with a copy of the P.O.
in order to obtain the loan.”

Global Thinking
Besides machinery and metrics, Miller
believes in thinking globally. Thanks to an
empowered workforce, she leaves for
weeks to network and scout the world.
“At Permac, we think internationally. I’ve
been to China three times. I’ve been to
India on a trade mission with Governor
Pawlenty. My theory is you have to face
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You Get What You Give

In 2006, Miller teamed with two other
business owners to found a networking
group called the Minnesota Valley Medical
Manufacturers Network or Mednet
(mnvalleymednet.org). Manufacturers
and others who serve medical device
companies have joined. Three medical
device makers sit on its board. Mednet
hosts seminars and events in the region.
“You get a lot from doing that kind of
endeavor. You get back everything you
give,” saysMiller.

She and her employees contribute in other
ways. In ’04 after mentoring for three years
in Bloomington, Miller co-founded Hope for
Tomorrow Burnsville, a volunteer organiza-
tion that mentors eighth and ninth grade
girls. Through her belief in the program, HFT
has now spread to eight Twin City schools.
“It’s for girls who have a lot of potential for
achievement, but something’s happening
in their lives,” she says. “They’re shy,
or live with one parent, or their ethnic
background is making life hard. Hope for
Tomorrowmentors have a sincere passion
for helping these young women become
tomorrow’s leaders.” Miller plans to take
the program national. Last spring, she
started a Hope for Tomorrow boys’ group
in Burnsville which she hopes to expand
to more schools soon.

Eight different boards also gain from her
services. She says the benefits of giving
just keep coming. “When I need an employ-
ee or need advice, I have this huge net-
work. I can say, ‘Help!’ It’s amazing how
things work. I sent out an email to 40
people last week. We have a job opening,
and a couple people referred someone.”

Miller also believes employee giving played
a role in the company winning the 2008
U.S. Chamber of Commerce award.
“Our employees volunteer their time
adopting families, helping returning vets,
participating in chamber and government
affairs. They’re amazing.”XXXXX XXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXXXX XXXXXXXXX

XXXX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX.
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shop’s electronic document control. “A
year ago every drawing used in the
production of Permac parts was on paper.
Today, that process is 100% electronic,”
says Ritland. The change occurred thanks
to a project engineer, plant manager, and
Ritland himself. “Darlene doesn’t have
much involvement in that kind of effort.
She knows what we’re doing and gives us
the nod.”

Initiatives are underway on several fronts
to keep the business growing despite a
rough economy. In October of 2008,
Permac was awarded its ISO 9001-2000
Certification, validation of the company’s
commitment to quality. According to Miller,
ISO provides a framework for them to
continue expanding service to the medical,
aerospace and transportation industries.

Miller’s Zen style of management—part
inspiration, part proven business theory,
part faith in others—continues to make
Permac strong. Still, much remains at stake
as the shop navigates the current business
climate. Close, almost spousal partner-
ships with customers are more hard won
than ever. Miller’s offshore sources and
knowledge of global commerce continue to
build the business. She admits her naïveté
has pushed Permac into areasmore expe-
rienced shop ownersmight have avoided.
“I’m not a machinist. I didn’t know enough
to say ‘we can’t,’ or ‘I’m afraid of it.’ I just
believed we could do it and that has
worked to our advantage.”

But more than anything, Miller credits her
people. “The people here made the
struggles all worthwhile. They’re my family.
Every one of them is just exceptional.
It’s not me who makes this company a
success, it’s them.”

Create your ownWOW Project with Exact
JobBOSS. Call us today at 800-777-4334
or visit www.exactamerica.com/jobboss
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your competition head on and know
exactly what they’re all about. This is a
global world.”

Miller says the U.S. has advantages lately.
“It’s cheaper to import from us now. We
do some hydraulic and transportation
parts and some food and beverage for
European countries. We continue to grow
those markets.”

On invitation from the Precision Machined
Products Association, Miller traveled to
Ireland with a trade committee in ‘07, and
on a trade mission with them to China in
‘06. In Ireland, she participated in a
benchmarking program; 28 nations
attended and Miller gained a new U.S.
customer in the process.

“You just never know. India was the same
way. I made a couple good contacts that
were on the trade commission—contacts
that are here in the U.S. We’re still working
with them on a project and trying to source

it in India. If you network andmake con-
tacts, you know what you’re up against.”

Miller believes the trips have made
Permac savvy. If a customer calls and
threatens to take business offshore, she
can discuss advantages and disadvan-
tages and in some cases, turn the threat
of lost business into an opportunity.

The WOW
According to Ritland, Miller’s management
style and her ability to find and empower
talent have ensured the company’s suc-
cess. “She has the ability to attract great
talent. It’s a clear pattern right now,” he
says. “Her networking and thorough hiring
practices bring the right people on board.”
Prospective employees all take the
Predictive Index before being offered
a job.

Ritland says employees fuel the idea
pipeline. Employee-powered change is
expected at Permac. An example is the
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